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WASTE MANAGEMENT of
ALAMEDA COUNTY, INC.
th

172 98 Avenue
Oakland, CA 94603
(510) 383-2404

July 8, 2014

Susan Kattchee
Zero Waste Services RFP Project Manager
City of Oakland
250 Frank H. Ogawa Plaza
Suite 5301
Oakland, CA 94612-2034
Re: Zero Waste Services
Dear Ms. Kattchee:
Waste Management of Alameda County, Inc. (“WMAC”) provides this response to the City of
Oakland’s most recent requests for additional information and calculations pertaining to the Zero
Waste Services procurement process, including the Addenda No. 4 and BAFO Revision No. 3. As
mentioned in previous correspondence, WMAC believes these additional requests constitute an
unjustified deviation from the procurement process authorized by the City Council pursuant to
adopted resolutions. It also represents a departure from the process which was communicated to,
and relied on, by WMAC. As such, and as indicated previously, WMAC believes that the new
solicitations for information most recently issued by the City violates the terms and conditions of the
Zero Waste Services procurement process, and by providing responses to such inquiries, WMAC is not
waiving any rights and/or remedies it has with respect to the enforcement of the original, and only
authorized, procurement process. Further, all prior objections and conditions stated in our prior
submittals are incorporated by reference.
Moreover, with respect to our response to the City’s request for a Year 1 Rate Adjustment and
subsequent increases of 1.5% in Years 3, 4, 5 and 6 for the MMO and RR, WMAC is providing draft
information indicating the proposed impact to the rates. However, this is not binding and we are
willing to discuss WMAC’s required conditions for its acceptability of this rate adjustment during our
meeting on Thursday, July 10, 2014.
Sincerely,

Barry Skolnick
Area Vice President, Northern California-Nevada

Crowder, William
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Gagliardi, Mark on behalf of Zero Waste RFP
Tuesday, July 22, 2014 3:33 PM
Zero Waste RFP
FW: RRI for City of Oakland Zero Waste Services RFP BAFO

From: Tucker, David [mailto:DTucker2@wm.com]
Sent: Monday, July 21, 2014 11:49 AM
To: Zero Waste RFP
Cc: Kattchee, Susan; Ric Hutchinson; Ong, Greg; Dowdakin, Becky
Subject: RE: RRI for City of Oakland Zero Waste Services RFP BAFO

Good morning Susan,
Attached is a revised Rate Sheet reflecting the local 6 wage increase of $20.94 by 2019.
I also included below two statements regarding Civicorp and MFD organics phase in.
Please review and if you require additional information, please do not hesitate to contact us.
David
**********************************************************
Statement regarding Civicorp.
I have prepared the following statement to express our willingness to explore possible collaboration with
Civicorp.
To realize the City of Oakland’s goal of zero waste; public education and outreach is essential. Building on the
experience of Civicorp, Waste Management invites Civicorp to partner with us to continue its jobs training
program and expand it to incorporate outreach. Waste Management of Alameda County has outlined an
extensive outreach program to target , single family residents, multifamily dwellings, businesses and
community organizations on the environmental and cost benefits of recycling and organics collection.
A Civicorp partnership with WMAC could include recruiting, training, and mobilization of our proposed Zero
Waste Ambassador program. This corps of zero waste community ambassadors through our communitybased partners, will deliver outreach services to Single-Family homes, apartment buildings, workplaces,
neighborhoods and events. The corps will be comprised of both volunteer and hourly staff, based on
responsibilities, time commitment, and performance in meeting outreach targets. Interns and volunteers will
gain on-the-job training and transferable soft and hard skills. We have included a budget for ambassador
positions that will be paid for via grants and stipends to our community
partners.
For more information on Waste Management of Alameda County’s overall community outreach and education
program and the Zero Waste Ambassadors program, please refer to Section 5.5 Community Outreach
Strategy, of our Zero Waste RFP proposal.

MFD phase in program
On May 29 there was an inquiry by Council Member Kalb about implementing default Alternative No. 1 for
MFD green carts, and phasing in the other alternatives. As staff understands it, the basis for service at the
1

start of the franchise term would be “opt in”, i.e., Contractor would provide green carts upon Customer request,
with the cost embedded in MFD rates, followed by efforts in subsequent years to achieve participation results
that would be similar to Option 4, where all MFDs have green carts. In the interest of responding to this
concept put forward by the Councilmember, the City requests that you submit a summary outline of a phased
in approach to wide-spread adoption of MFD green carts at MFD, starting with on Option No. 1, that might
include, for example, plans for targeted promotion of green cart service, coordination with building
owners/managers, participation goals with annual benchmarking and moving to the concept of green carts at
all MFD at some future date.
Overview of MFD Organics Implementation Plan
Outreach to multifamily dwellings(MFDs) will be conducted in cycles with varying strategies based on the total
number of units in each building. Public education material, carts or bins, and kitchen pails will be made
available to all buildings. Waste Management of Alameda County’s goal is to convert 100% of Oakland MFDs
by the end of 2017.
WMAC in collaboration with the City and Cascadia will implement a wide variety of pilot programs targeted
toward a range of sectors and waste streams following final award of the contract
The outreach strategy that we have developed is the first of its kind on this scale – we combine conventional
outreach strategies with community based social marketing.
Key Strategies of Community-Based Outreach Campaign
1. Understand Council District profiles, needs, and opportunities
2. Target sectors and streams for maximum return
3. Engage Vital Community Partners
4. Mobilize Zero Waste Ambassador Corps and Provide Job Training
5. Incentivize participants
6. Utilize technology and social media platforms
The MFD sector represents a tremendous opportunity to dramatically impact diversion. The City of Oakland
has 3,503 multifamily buildings with a total of 57,414 units. Nearly 80% of the buildings have 20 or fewer units.
Based on our experience in Oakland and surrounding cities, we have found that residents in buildings with 20
or fewer units are more likely to adopt source separation for both recyclables and organics. A couple of factors
contribute to this. One, most buildings this size do not have trash chutes; a feature that hinders source
separation. Two, there is usually less amity among residents which helps to foster peer-to-peer support for
recycling. These 2,811 buildings represents a significant and immediate diversion opportunity.
Public Education Tools
In an effort to support multifamily sorting we will create a host of public education tools to make program
implementation easy and successful.
Cart decals showing what material belongs in each container
3 stream posters showing what goes where, building on the posters currently created for businesses,
but simplifying them to be more graphic based and creating a trash poster as well
One page, double sided flier to be used as part of program announcement and to be distributed to new
residents after program has begun with one side showing what belongs in each of the 3 waste streams, the
other would have tips for successful participation in the organics recycling program
Program announcement letter template for property manager use in both electronic and paper form
Kitchen pails for MFDs on request
Initial Outreach to All MFDs
All property managers or bill payers will receive a direct mail piece informing them about the new organics
recycling service and County mandate. Initially customers will be encouraged to call in to establish service.
Site visits to provide technical support and public education material will also be offered in the letter.
Historically there is low response to direct mail pieces, but those who do respond tend to be the most engaged
in implementing successful programs and will be a great place to start.
2

Mobilize Zero Waste Ambassador Corps and Provide Job Training
To effectively leverage these community norms and affect change on the ground, WMAC will put together a
robust grassroots campaign. It will include activities that provide many benefits to Oakland, including job
creation and training, incentives and education to bring the zero waste message to the diverse
Oakland community.
The Zero Waste Ambassador Corps will be the heart of the grassroots Zero Waste campaign. Membership will
be comprised of young people, business leaders and community activist.
They will be volunteers as well as paid positions, depending on the job. Being a member of the Zero Waste
Ambassador Corps will be a sought-after position and a symbol of one’s commitment to greening
Oakland and achieving zero waste. Potential recruiting grounds include but not limited to Civicorp, Youth
Uprising, YMCA of the East Bay.
Processing at Davis Street Transfer Station
WMAC offers a unique solution that bridges the desire for source separation by residents and the reality of
container space and garbage chute limitations as well as resident apathy. All mixed materials collected at MFD
dwellings that do not institute the three cart system will be processed at the Davis Street permitted Mixed
Material Recovery Facility (MMRF). The MMRF ensures that organics and recyclables are diverted for higher
reuse and only residuals are transferred to the landfill. It is a Zero Waste “safety net,” because there isn’t a
one-size fits all solution to reaching Oakland’s diversion goals.
By offering a phased in approach, Waste Management of Alameda will be able to establish critical
benchmarks, align appropriate resources with the flexibility to course correct as needed as we build a program
that provides for a sustainable Multi Family Dwelling Organics program.
For more information on Waste Management of Alameda County’s overall community outreach and education
program, please refer to Section 5.5 Community Outreach Strategy, of our Zero Waste RFP proposal.
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City of Oakland

7/21/2014

Addendum to Rate Sheet Forms

These percentages assume a PI of 1.5% added to the RRI for years 2 3, 4, 5 & Loc 6 wages to
$20.94 by 2019

Additional Adjustments to Rate Forms

SG-1: MM&O

Change to Rates

Item

Comments

1

Lien Process / Property Assessment Adjustment

The percentage cost increase is to be applied to the total rate. This assumes no City Lien Process
/ Property Assessment Adjustment Program.

2

Call Center Adjustment

Total discount of 1.41% per Form 2 to be applied to rates.

-1.42%

3

Multiple Service Discount (if awarded MM&O + RR + Disposal
contracts)

Total discount of 5.85% per Form 2K to be applied to the total rates.

-5.85%

4

BAFO Discount per May 19, 2014 BAFO delivered to City

Applies to MM&O rates if MM&O + RR + Disposal are all awarded to WM and all other contract
terms / concessions and service discounts are agreed to. Discount applies to the rates. Discount
to be applied after all applicable discounts, including the multiple service discount , are taken.

-4.05%

Item

Comments

1

Multiple Service Discount (if awarded MM&O + RR + Disposal
contracts)

Total discount of 6.79% per Form 2C to be applied to the rates.

2

BAFO Discount per May 19, 2014 BAFO delivered to City

Applies to RR rates if MM&O + RR + Disposal are all awarded to WM and all other contract terms
/ concessions and service discounts are agreed to. Discount to be applied to the rates after all
discounts, including multiple service discount, are taken.

SG-2: RR

1
2
3

The "Other Pricing Per City Council Resolution" and the "City Council's Request to Reduce Rates" shown below are applied after any application of any Additional
Adjustments to Rate Forms in this Section (the percentage increase in the sections below are subject to change) .
Above Adjustments and Discounts are not included in the rate forms for the MM&O and the RR.
The discount percentages above assumes it will be applied to a $50.00 disposal rate, where applicable. If the actual disposal rate is lower, these same discount
percentages will apply.

3.13%

-6.79%

-15.30%

Other Pricing Per City Council Resolution # 84898 Meeting Date 3-18-2014
Percentage
Increase2

Per Unit
Charge

Item

Description

Local 6 Wages Increase - MM&O3

Increase wages to $20.94 per hour by 2019.

0.58%

Local 6 Wages Increase - RR3

Increase wages to $20.94 per hour by 2019.

1.01%

2

EBMUD Processing4

Commitment of commercial food scraps to East Bay Municipal District digester.

1.39% $3.91/$23.48

3

Option 1: Green Cart for Multi-family5

Opt-Out. Green waste cart + food waste pail. 1 -64 gal cart for every 13 units.

2.15%

$2.87

Option 2: Green Cart for Multi-family5

Mandatory. Green waste cart + food waste pail. 1 -64 gal cart for every 13 units.

2.26%

$3.01

Option 1: Bulky Waste Services for Multi-family 6

Each MFD unit arranges for bulky waste pick up. Can request on different days.

4.97%

$6.64

Option 2: Bulky Waste Services for Multi-family 6

Each MFD unit arranges for bulky waste pick up if complex is <30 units. Otherwise, utilize roll off
box.

6.66%

$8.89

Option 3: Bulky Waste Services for Multi-family 6

Bulky waste coupon program at Davis Street Transfer Station

1.57%

$2.09

1

4

2

"Percentage Increase" applied assumes all service discounts applicable are taken in the "Additional Adjustments to Rate Forms". Percentage amounts may vary based
upon final agreed upon rates and/or compensation and would go down if less discounts are chosen.

3

Increase for MM&O and for RR are shown separately. However, if WM is awarded only the MM&O or RR contract, the following additional increases will be added to the above
percentages for both MM&O and RR and will be applied to the rates for the contract awarded. If only MM&O is awarded , rates for MM&O will increase by an additional .16% for
Local 6 wage increases associated with RR. If only RR is awarded, rates for RR will increase by an additional 3.66% for Local 6 wage increases associated with MM&O. Percentage
increase assumes all service discounts applicable are taken. The increase is based upon an assumed increase in wage rates to $20.94 by 2019.

4

Increase applied to all MM&O rates after all other service discounts taken. Per unit rate charge shown for 32 gal and 1 CY bin service for commercial organics rates.

5
6
7

Increase applied to all MM&O rates after all other discounts taken. Per Unit charge to be applied to each Multi-family unit.
Increase applied to all MM&O rates after all other discounts taken. Per Unit charge to be applied to each Multi-family unit.
Additional Adjustments to Rate Forms above do not apply.

Per City Council Request to Reduce Rates
Percent
Reduction 1

Item

Description

1

Reduce City can service by 25%

Currently, WM services approximately 1,400 City cans which are serviced 1-6 times per week.
Review usage of City cans with a goal of reducing service by 25%.

-0.53%

2

Reduce roll off box service provided to Council members and
Mayor by 50%

The RFP requires the Contractor to provide 12 roll off boxes per year to each Council member and
to the Mayor for a total of 108 roll off boxes per year. Review purpose and usage of the roll of
boxes with a goal of reducing number of boxes allowed by 50%.

-0.05%

3

Reduce roll off box service to City facilities by 25%

The City receives approximately 1,550 roll off box services per year at no charge for various
services. Review purpose and usage of the roll off boxes with a goal of reducing service by 50%

-0.18%

4

Reduce bulky/illegal waste routes by 25%

Reduce the number of bulky/illegal waste hauls by 25%.

-0.53%

1

Reduction applied to rates after all discounts taken. Percentage reduction may vary based upon final agreed upon rates and/or compensation.

City of Oakland

7/21/2014

Addendum to Rate Sheet Forms

These percentages do not assume a PI of 1.5% added to the RRI for years 2 ,3, 4, 5 & 6 but
includes Loc 6 wage increase to $20.94 by 2019

Additional Adjustments to Rate Forms

SG-1: MM&O

Change to
Rates

Item

Comments

1

Lien Process / Property Assessment Adjustment

The percentage cost increase is to be applied to the total rate. This assumes no City Lien Process
/ Property Assessment Adjustment Program.

2

Call Center Adjustment

Total discount of 1.41% per Form 2 to be applied to rates.

-1.41%

3

Multiple Service Discount (if awarded MM&O + RR + Disposal
contracts)

Total discount of 5.85% per Form 2K to be applied to the total rates.

-5.85%

4

BAFO Discount per May 19, 2014 BAFO delivered to City

Applies to MM&O rates if MM&O + RR + Disposal are all awarded to WM and all other contract
terms / concessions and service discounts are agreed to. Discount applies to the rates. Discount
to be applied after all applicable discounts, including the multiple service discount, are taken.

-4.02%

Item

Comments

1

Multiple Service Discount (if awarded MM&O + RR + Disposal
contracts)

Total discount of 6.79% per Form 2C to be applied to the rates.

2

BAFO Discount per May 19, 2014 BAFO delivered to City

Applies to RR rates if MM&O + RR + Disposal are all awarded to WM and all other contract terms
/ concessions and service discounts are agreed to. Discount to be applied to the rates after all
discounts, including multiple service discount, are taken.

1

The "Other Pricing Per City Council Resolution" and the "City Council's Request to Reduce Rates" shown below are applied after any application of any Additional
Adjustments to Rate Forms in this Section (the percentage increase in the sections below are subject to change) .
Above Adjustments and Discounts are not included in the rate forms for the MM&O and the RR.

SG-2: RR

2
3

The discount percentages above assumes it will be applied to a $50.00 disposal rate, where applicable. If the actual disposal rate is lower, these same discount
percentages will apply.

3.11%

-6.79%

-15.30%

Other Pricing Per City Council Resolution # 84898 Meeting Date 3-18-2014
Percentage
Increase2

Per Unit
Charge

Item

Description

Local 6 Wages Increase - MM&O3

Increase wages to $20.94 per hour by 2019.

0.56%

Local 6 Wages Increase - RR3

Increase wages to $20.94 per hour by 2019.

0.97%

2

EBMUD Processing4

Commitment of commercial food scraps to East Bay Municipal District digester.

1.34% $3.91/$23.48

3

Option 1: Green Cart for Multi-family5

Opt-Out. Green waste cart + food waste pail. 1 -64 gal cart for every 13 units.

2.07%

$2.87

Option 2: Green Cart for Multi-family5

Mandatory. Green waste cart + food waste pail. 1 -64 gal cart for every 13 units.

2.17%

$3.01

Option 1: Bulky Waste Services for Multi-family 6

Each MFD unit arranges for bulky waste pick up. Can request on different days.

4.78%

$6.64

Option 2: Bulky Waste Services for Multi-family 6

Each MFD unit arranges for bulky waste pick up if complex is <30 units. Otherwise, utilize roll off
box.

6.40%

$8.89

Option 3: Bulky Waste Services for Multi-family 6

Bulky waste coupon program at Davis Street Transfer Station

1.50%

$2.09

1

4

2

"Percentage Increase" applied assumes all service discounts applicable are taken in the "Additional Adjustments to Rate Forms". Percentage amounts may vary
based upon final agreed upon rates and/or compensation and would go down if less discounts are chosen.

3

Increase for MM&O and for RR are shown separately. However, if WM is awarded only the MM&O or RR contract, the following additional increases will be added to the above
percentages for both MM&O and RR and will be applied to the rates for the contract awarded. If only MM&O is awarded , rates for MM&O will increase by an additional .15% for
Local 6 wage increases associated with RR. If only RR is awarded, rates for RR will increase by an additional 3.13% for Local 6 wage increases associated with MM&O. Percentages
increase assumes all service discounts applicable are taken. The increase is based upon an assumed increase in wage rates to $20.94 by 2019.

4
5
6
7

Increase applied to all MM&O rates after all other service discounts taken. Per unit rate charge shown for 32 gal and 1 CY bin service for commercial organics rates.
Increase applied to all MM&O rates after all other discounts taken. Per Unit charge to be applied to each Multi-family unit.
Increase applied to all MM&O rates after all other discounts taken. Per Unit charge to be applied to each Multi-family unit.
Additional Adjustments to Rate Forms above do not apply.

Per City Council Request to Reduce Rates
Percent
Reduction 1

Item

Description

1

Reduce City can service by 25%

Currently, WM services approximately 1,400 City cans which are serviced 1-6 times per week.
Review usage of City cans with a goal of reducing service by 25%.

-0.51%

2

Reduce roll off box service provided to Council members and
Mayor by 50%

The RFP requires the Contractor to provide 12 roll off boxes per year to each Council member and
to the Mayor for a total of 108 roll off boxes per year. Review purpose and usage of the roll of
boxes with a goal of reducing number of boxes allowed by 50%.

-0.03%

3

Reduce roll off box service to City facilities by 25%

The City receives approximately 1,550 roll off box services per year at no charge for various
services. Review purpose and usage of the roll off boxes with a goal of reducing service by 50%

-0.18%

4

Reduce bulky/illegal waste routes by 25%

Reduce the number of bulky/illegal waste hauls by 25%.

-0.51%

1

Reduction applied to rates after all discounts taken. Percentage reduction may vary based upon final agreed upon rates and/or compensation.

